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Presentation overview
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• Tips & tricks interview
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• 02 Sep 2015: ERC info session
  15 Jun 2016: ERC interview
  01 Feb 2017: start project
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• really challenging research question
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• credibility & reputation (opening doors ...)
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Evaluation ERC
50% CV – 50% project
(it is said …)
My application context

• Realized relevance ERC: 3-4 y after PhD
  – Improve CV (2-3 extra y)
  – only 1 chance to apply (2016)

• I did not have a ‘dream project’
  – looked for most suitable project for ERC call

Are there project types with higher chances of success than others? (big project is not enough …) What about high risk – high gain? Paradigm shift? Etc.
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my major focus last 4 y work
interest since 12 y
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PREPARE IT WELL!

• Before ….
  – Prepare super-good your 10 minute presentation
  • make several mock defenses (I had 6-7… colleagues, international partners, research managers, consultants);
  • repeat tens and tens of times … in 'real conditions' (with laser pointer, stand up etc.)

• Ask colleagues and peers to read your proposal and make questions
  • I had ca. 25 colleagues /managers …>200 questions …. study the questions (in interview I had similar questions I had already been asked!)

• Take a look to recent publications: something appeared in your domain?

• That day – Answer the questions to the point & be brief and calm
  • I had 10 questions in 15 minutes … I guess panel likes to have time to pose questions they thought…
  – What to do if you do not know an answer? Prepare this situation ….
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• Before ....
  – Prepare super-good your 10 minute presentation
    • make several mock defenses (I had 6-7... colleagues, international partners, research managers, consultants);
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  – Ask colleagues and peers to read your proposal and make questions
    • I had ca. 25 colleagues /managers ...>200 questions .... study the questions (in interview I had similar questions I had already been asked!)
    • Take a look to recent publications: something appeared in your domain?

• That day
  – Answer the questions to the point & be brief and calm
    • I had 10 questions in 15 minutes ... I guess panel likes to have time to pose questions they thought...
  – What to do if you do not know an answer? Prepare this situation ...... based on my own experience (and peers who have advised me ...) - different approaches to application are possible!
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• But try to help the ‘luck’ coming to you by
  – be conscious what ERC call is for (type of project)
  – prepare both steps (text and interview) really good